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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, June 17, 1968

Pentecostal Church
Plans Youth Rally

Building Is
Damaged In
Accident

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXIX No. 144

Bobby Elkins
Dies Friday

A special youth rally in conjunction with the revival services in progress at the Chestnut Street Tabernacle Pentecostal Church of God will be
held tonight (Monday).
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MONDAY — JUNE 17, 1968

IN WASHINGTON, pickets representing labor, civic and student organizations demonstrate for stronger gun control
legislation in front of the National Rifle Association.

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

1

WASHINGTON — Mrs. Martin Luther King, in a
statement on the Poor People's Campaign:
"We must face these three issues — poverty, ractin1
, and war . . . each one of them breeds violence and together they threaten the destruction of mankind."
COVENTRY, England — A student, explaining how
an uncatalogued entry got into an exhibition of modern
sculpture:
'We saw the exhibits being put up and figured we
could do as well ourselves. So we welded all this scrap
metal together, and .
AUST1ON, Texas — Dr. Karl Schmitt, pectessar of
governmtnt at the University of Texas, commenting an
Political aesassination:
a study
"We seem to believe In our study that sassesinatioos
perhaps do come in bunches . . . perhaps one assamtnation has repercussions in that some other nut may
pick it up and try it."

of

Mk- 1. 1...•
IN COLUMSUS, OHIO, Marts Hossin. president of J-Mart
Stores poets a notice that no Mire guns will be sold He
donated 120.000 worth of guns -tiateity's police department.

Take ye heed, watch and pray. —Mark 13:33.
If we go to sleep while driving a car we will end in
▪ the hovel* or the CelileI07- Some linollthe they
eirereise no care while rushing to their unknown human
T. destiny.

Question: I have heard that
can count certain covered expenses under medical insurance
in one year toward my $50 dedictible for the next year. Is
this true, and if so, how does
it work?
Answer: Yes. There is a spes
cial "carry-over" rule to help
the beneficiary who might otherwise need to meet the $50
deductible twice in a-short period. This rule is that covered
in October. November,
ex
anfleiCember which count toward the deductible in that
year can also count toward the
deductible the following year.
The rule comes into effect in
two slightly different ways, depending on whether your expenses in the year went over
$50.
If your expenses for covered
services do not go over $50 in
a year but you have some expenses for covered services in
October. November, or December of that year, those expenses
can count toward the $50 de
ductible for the next year.
For example, let's say that
in 1968 your expenses for covered services were $45. Of this,
NEW YORK UPI) — Lor
$30 was for services received
Louis Mountbatten, whose dar
in the last 3 months of the
ing engineering of the famou
year. You can count the $30 Dieppe
raid of 1942 is recountas part of the $50 deductible ed in
an upcoming television
for the next year. This means special, both taught
and learnthat when your covered medical ed a lesson in loyalty
early in
expenses for the next year his naval career
reach SW, you will have met
As captain of the destroyer
the $50 deductible for that Kelly. Mountbatten was obligyear. (Be sure to send these ed to courtmartlal a young
carry-over bills in with your sailor who had deserted his
first claim the next year.)
post as the ship returned from
If your expenses for covered Dunkirk
services do not reach $50 unAt the trial. Mountbatten WATCHFUL — Pic Oriel' Day, standing on an armored
til the last 3 months of a year, told the sailor the penalty for
personnel carrier, guards oser a line of s-inch self-propelled
then the expenses in the last his act while the ship was unhowitzers pn a training exereise'near Vilserk, Germany. Pri8 months which counted toward der flre was death But he orthe $50 deductible for that year dered a lenient punishment sate Dam. from Snciarko, Ark., is a member of 2/1 Battalion
can be counted again toward the and kept the young man as a (SP). sic, Artillery.
$50 deductible for the next year. member of the crew.
Later. off Crete, the Kelly
For example, your expenses
were $20 for January through was hit and sunk by the enMountbatten
finally
September and $70 for Octo- e m y
ber through December .1967, forced to abandon his ship
grabbed on to a piece of debris
total Of $90 qf mttiftr-wiltardical expenses in the year You
Suddenly a figure swam up.
can count $30 of the Octobergrasped Moun t batte,p's valuDecember expenses toward the
able flotsam with one hand and
IMO deductible for 1967—and saluted
with the other. It was
you can count the same $30 the
satfor Mountbatten had
again toward the $50 deductible
courtmartialed
for 1968
Laboring to stay above the
Of course, since your medi- heaving waters, the
youngster
A 6 FT KARATE
cal expenses in 1967 were $40 said - "I Just wanted you to
EKPIERT WRITES•
more than the $50 deductible, know I didn't desert my post.
SEI(BOOK... ;Ind sr
your medical insurance pays Sir."
ac "f
you $32 (80 percent of the $40)
Mountbatten will be featured
Question' I received some ser in a B P Goodrich Company
vices from my doctor in March special. "Rehearsal for Dof last year and just reahrect Day.- Tuesday, June 4. from
CM" A UNIVERSAL
I failed to file a medical in- 7 30 to 830 pm I EDT on
PICTURE
TECHNICOLO
gurance claim with Medicare ABC The program will recount
Is it too late for me to file my the drama and heroism of the
Allied raid on the Germanclaim now?
Answer. No. You have until held port of Dieppe in Prance
December 31 of this year to that paved the way for the
file your claim. The time lim- Normandy invasion
its for applying for medical insurance benefits are as follows Pooches Panic Pizzerias
• When Services Were Received
NAPLES Italy $UPD — Pol October
1, 1966--Seplember lice have caught up with the
30. 1967
Barking Dog Gang."
*M.
When Claims Most Be Filed
The gang, police said, consisted of eight boys aged 10 to
By December 31, 1968
When Services Were Received 14 who trained stray dogs to
October 1, 1967—September !lin barking into Pizzerias
While owners and customers
30, 1968.
When Claims Must Se Filed fled, the boys helped them^
selves
By December 31. 1969

•
•

•
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Ten Years Ago Today
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is seer ssapaeisces police officer Reno Rapogrutni inspects
guns surrendered by citizens answering an appeal by Mayor
Joseph Allot° The May'or's -no questions asked" campaign
drew 72 weapons in a hurry a memorial to Robert Kennedy

"don't just STAND

there!'

•

COMING WEDNESDAY!

10 Years Ago Today
Mr. and Mrs. Van D. Valentine announced today
that they will open their music room in their home at
54 Elm Street next Sunday A pipe organ has Just been
installed in the Valentine home.
W. B. Moser returned to Murray today after attending the Lions Club convention I nLoulaville. Moser 311
secretary of the local club and was official delegate at
the convention.
A full page of pictures was featured in the Ledger
and Times June 16 of scenes in the office of the newspaper as it celebrated its first anniversary os a daily
newspaper.
Mrs. Wer., 11 Rone is the principal of the Vacation
Bibie School at the Memorial Baptist Church.

by United Press International
Today is Monday, June 17, the
169th day of 1968 with 197 to
follow.
The moon is in its last guarter.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening star is Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1775, some 3,500 British
soldiers attacked 1,000 American patriots on Bunker Hill
near Boston. The British lost
more than 1,000 men — the
Americans 441.
In 1928, Amelia Earhart became the first woman to fly
across the Atlantic ocean. The
plane was piloted by Wilmer
Stultz.
In 1953, residents of the Russianoccupied zone of Berlin
staged
mass anti-Communist
riots pretesting working and liv- NEW FRIENDS — Sot Abraham Yandergugten and a young
ing conditions. The uprising German friend take a break from plowing. During GermanAmerican Friendship Week 25 soldiers from the 14th Armwas quickly smashed.
In 1967, Red China said it ored Cavalry limed and worked with farm families around
had exploded a hydrogen bomb. Fulda, Germany.
A thought for the day. British poet Sir John Suckling oncees—
said, "Women are the baggage
of Die; they are troublesome
and hinder us in the great
march, yet we cannot be without them."

On Television

• Bible Thoughtfor Today
•

tes Nesbitt, ?Ninny Jotrnson, WIlliam C. Roberts, Itseier T. Lovett, Darrell H. Greenup, and Franklin
H. Wells, all of k,Ullows,y County, have enlisted in the
US Army.
W. J. Pitman has been promoted to assistant professor of blosogy at Mary Washington College of the University of Virginia.
Murray Girl Scout Defy Camp opened June 16 at the
camp site on Snipe Creek.
MIss Frances Bradley Is attending the University
of Louisville during the summer semester.

ALMANAC

Dieppe Raid

ROCHESTER, N.Y. — Lee Trevino, Mexican-Arnert- can winner of the U.S. Open Golf Championship sod
$30,000, discussing his plans:
"I'm going to buy the Aktrno and give it back to
t• Mexico — if it doesn't cost too much money."

41,

SOCIAL
SECURITY

• Pi
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MUSRAT• 1MINTITORY

Questions and
Answers

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

"The Outstanding Oivis Add se a Osinsinsity b Me
integrity ef Ns Newegraper*
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When Services Were Received
• • •
October 1, 1968—September 30,
The sun is 400.000 times
1999..
When Claims Must Be Filed brighter than the moon.
• • •
By December 31, 1970
described
have
Scientists
NOTE: For services received
350.000 different species
July 1 1966 and Se
between Julabout
tember 30. 1966, the time limit nf insects.
for sending in claims ended on
April 1, 1968.

a

4#.

a

Tips from a Pro

a

: James A hAs.'
14•11004...

.
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50.600.000 REASONS
FOR SAFE DRIVING

KART RECIPIENTS L0111% J Fierro. 'it. and (right, Everett
C. Thomas. 47. face a battery of reporters in St Luke's
Hospital, Houston. Tea Fier,-.,, received his new heart
May 21 and Thomas received his May 3

1.cAing tirwn on hu%incss and your wifr nerds the car?

Well,that's a problem
close to home.But so are we.

•
•

So rent a new Ford from us.
We kpc‘ialize in turning minor household tragedies
into happy events. All thelittle lady has to do is rent
a Ford from us for the day. A sporty Mustang. perhaps. Or a strong, quiet Ford to
comfort her. They're all available,
the costs are reasonable and we inchi
t r—
rd
clude insurance in the price.
West of all, we're close to home.
Your home.

it makes good sense
for guaranteed year round
pest-free living

4TH NOMINATION Everett Ihritsen. Republitati leader in
the US Seniste. glees the victory sign in Chicago on winning the promiry for his fseirth term Beside him is his air,.
He runs in Noventoer against William
rlaik

HEART JUICED UP Supreme
Court iii;rtice William 0
Lkergiaa rebover is harboring a tardiai -pacemaker,"
implanted in minor surgelry
at Walter Reed Hospital Thutiny battery-powered device
makes his heart brat faster.
•
The seaRter y of the
old mountain cliniber . said
"He, 1•,olts butte, Milk than
the IV I of its look
'

/017

s

RENT-A-CAR

••••• 0.1••••• PIM 11.11.1.11

PARKER MOTORS, Inc.
Murray, Ky.

e•ir

l•rgest 'mi., mial
Coatviri Complier

Phone 753-5275
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•
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Torre Doubles Home
Aaron For Braves Win
•

•

• •

•

6

•

•

•

•

•

By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
It was Joe Torre who was
beaned but it is pitcher Chuck
Hartenstein who is paying the
price.
And what a price!
The muscular catcher-first
baseman of the Atlanta Braves
has faced the slim Chicago Cub
pitcher three times since the
April 18 incident—and is batting 1.000 with two singles and
a double.
Torre, who says he is no
longer bothered by the injuries which sidelined him for a
month, doubled borne Hank
Aaron Sunday from first base

to give the Braves a 1-0 11inning victory over the Cubs.
"The situation was the same
as on April 18," noted Torre.
"Aaron was on first base and
running with the pitch."
Concentrates On Gams
"I was conscious of the beaning the first time I batted against Hartenatein," admitted
Torre, referring to a game in
Chicago on June 7. "But this
time I was thinking of getting
a hit so we could win the
game."
The St. Louis Cardinals beat
the Cincinnati Reds 4-2, the
San Francisco Giants defeated
the New York Meta 4-1 and

TIME \
OUT
-0YGALE
GARRISON

•

•

The city of Milwaukee is up in arms again. They had
• a big league
club, before the Braves pulled out, and have
been trying to get another ever since They thought htey
might have a cahnce to grab off another team when the
National League expanded, but the league added Montreal and San Diego.
Eugene H. Grobschmidt, chairman of the Milwaukee
County Board said. "I think our only chance now is with
an American League team, and we'll have to steal one
•to get it. We've treated them like gentlemen, and we've
•
been unsuccessful. Now our sports committee is going to
• • act and we're going after an American League team"
Grobschmidt continued, "I never expected the National League to go along with us."
I shall have to disagree with Mr. Grobschmidt on a
couple of points. First of all I don't think they have acted like gentlemen, because a law suit has no place in
sports And the state of Wisconsin had an antitrust suit
against the Braves and the National League since the
Braves left Milwaukee for Atlanta.
•
Now maybe by all rights the Braves should have re• mained in Milwaukee, but they didn't, and the National
League approved the move, and even if they were not
gentlemen for moving, does this give the state of Wisconsin the right to act in the smile manner.
14/64
-1 we get to the statement made by him about
their "Sports Committee" How can he call them a
sports committee when he said they were not going to
be gentlemen any longer') If they are not gentlemen,
0. then how can they be sportsmen, and if they are not
• sportsmen theOthey have no business on a sports cornSlime
If this is the way they're going to act I don't think
they deserve a baseball club. And if the city does deserve a club, they should get the ones who are heading
the committee out, and elect some that will try to get
them one in the manner that is befiting a big league
city

•
O

t

•

San Diego now• has made the full cycle in sports
With the addition of the National Baseball League team,
They have the Chargers in the American Football
League, the Rockets in the National Basketball Association, the Taros in the North American Soccer League
and the Gulls in the Western Hockey League.
All this has come about since 1961 when the Chargers
first moved there from Los Angeles.
Besides all the big league teams, they also have four
colleges that compete in sports, San Diego State, University of San Diego, Cal Western University and University of California at San Diego.
r.
Those people out there should have something to do
every night.

A lot of people are under the impression that drag
racing is a sport for youngsters, but they are wrong, and
a good example of this is James "Pappy" Greenfield.
Pappy is 53 years old, and takes top eliminator at
the Clarksville strip almost every week.
His stiffest competition comes from his son, Doug,
a lot of the time Doug is 32.
Pappy first became interested in dragging in 1958,
• when he saw a race at Bowling Green and decided to
enter hLs street car. He now drives a Chevy-powered
A-Model Ford that comes close to 500 cubic inches.
Doug, who is ,an engineer at Fart Campbell, pilots
a Chevy-powered . Henry J.
Mrs. Greenfield was with Pappy in Bowling Green
when he first entered the rare and has been to almost
as many as he has.
"I didn't mind it then, and I don't mind it now," she
• said, "In fact, I enjoy watching the races."
Concerning Pappy and Doug both racing she said,
"There is a lot of competition between the two. Perth
does the work on his own car. They have met often in
the finals for an eliminator title and when it gets that
far, It doesn't matter to me which one wins."
Pappy owns the Greenfield Trucking Company, in
Clarksville, and before he became interested in drag racing spent most of his leisure time fishing and hunting.

6

Twin States League
Team Wins Game
From Benton; 15-6

then lost 3-1, the Pittsburgn
Pirates swept the Houston Astros 3-1 and 11-2 and the Los
Angels Dodgers topped the
Philadelphia Phillies 2-1 in
other National League games.
In the American League, the
Detroit Tigers beat the Chicago White Sox 6-1 after a
3-2 lots, the Minnesota Twins
edged the Washington Senators
4-2, the Boston Red Sox defeated the Cleveland Indians 5-3, the
New York Yankees downed the
California Angels 4-3 and the
Oakland Athletics whipped the
Baltimore Orioles 4-2 and 64
Washburn Winner
Catcher Johnny Edwards'
two-run single with two out in
the fifth inning capped a threerun Cardinals rally which gave
Ray Washburn his fourth victory of the season. Edwards'
single came after singles by Dal
Maxvill and Lou Brock, sandwiched around a walk to Washburn and produced the Cardinals' first run off George Culver.
Homers by Willie Mays and
Jack Hiatt supported Ray Sadecki's five-hit pitching as the
Giants won their opener. The
Meta won the nightcap, however, when Cleon Jones doubled in one run and scored
ig and
another in the
Danny Friaella and Al Jackson
combined in a seven-hitter.
Jose Pagan doubled in one
run and scored two others as
Steve Blass won his third game
with ninth-inning relief help
from Luke Walker and Elroy
Face. The Pirates completed the
sweep with a 16-hit attack which
included three hits each by
Manny Jiminez and Fred PitReliever Jim Brewer struck
out Richie Allen with the bases
filled to end a seventh-inning
threat and spoil Bob Skinner's
debut as the Phillies' manager.
The Dodgers scored the winning run off Rick Wise in the
fourth on singles by Bob Bailey
and Zoilo Versalies sad Mika
Ryan's passed bait.

SPORTS
CALENDAR
Monday, June 17
Little League
Cubs vs. Yanks
A's vs. Astros
Pony League
Astros vs. Indians
Orioles vs. Mets
Tuesday, June 111
Little League
TWill.1

VS. Mets

Reds vs. Cards
Wednesday, Juno 11
Little League
Practice
Nets vs. A's
Thursday, Juno 20
Little Lately*
Astros vs. Cubs
Cards vs. Nats
Pony League
Orioles vs. Astro,
Philo vs Dodgers
Friday, hifle 21
Little League
A's vs. Reds
Yanks vs. Nats
Saturday, Jun. 22
Little League
Practice
Astros and Twins
Pony League
Orioles vs Astros
Philo vs Dodgers
Sunday, June 23
Twin-State League
West K. Vocational at Murray

INDIANAPOLIS, IUPI — Mickey Wright won the first annual "500" Women's Open golf
tournament with a 54-hole total of 212.

• •
• •

•

•

I.

At 53, He's One of the Best
•
•

MONDAY — JUNE 17, 1968

Papp% (acenfield s% ill he drii nig this (.11. in the _drag races at l.'nion Hill tomorrow
nig h t , st 51. Poppy is one of the lop dri% ers in the A street Roaastcr class. Ile has
heen top modified eliminator to 0 n eeks in a 'lin in .his Chess •powereff !A- model Ford

American Legion Team
Wins Two From Owensboro

The Murray team won another
game in the Twin-States league
The Murray American LegSunday as they defeated Bention won two games from Owenon 15-8, in a game played at
sboro, Sunday. They won the
Benton.
first game 3-2, and then took
winthe
Rickey Tidwell was
night-cap 4-2
ning pitcher, with Thompson the
Mickey Holland was the ,vingetting the loss for Benton
ner of the first game and Phil
Jim Reed got five hits on six
Jones got the credit for the
trips to the plate, and Dallis
second game.
Grant collected the only home
Steve Cary hit a home run
run in the game.
seven inn- in the fifth inning to tie the
pitched
Tidwell
By FRANK DE GEORGES
edged California, 4-3, Minne- ings of scoreless ball ,and al- first game up at 2 all. and
UPI Sports Writer
sota topped Washington, 4-2 lowed only one hit, but Bent. Murray then scored the winVenerable reliever Hoyt Wil- and Boston whipped Cleveland, on managed to score two in ning run in the top of the 7th.
enthelm continues to demonstrate 5-3.
the eighth and four in the nin- Cary's blast went over the
his amazing ability to survive
In the National League, San th innings. However, only two er field fence at the 387 mark.
Holland struck out 12 hatthe hazards of his professions Francisco and New York split of the runs were earned.
as he closes in on the major a pair, the Giants winning the
Murray will be playing at ters, and walked only one Law
league record for moot appear- first, 4-1 and the Meta; copping home next Sunday, at the Pony was the losing pitcher for the
ances by a major league pitch- the nightcap, 3-1, Pittsburgh League Park. Game time is at game.
er.
swept both games of a twin bill 2:30, and Mike Stranak, man- Phil Jones pitched a threeThe 44-year-old knuckleball- from Houston, 3-1 and 11-2, ager of the team invites all hitter in the second game. and
er, only 19 games away from Atlanta edged Chicago, 1-0, in baseball fans out to see the also gave up only two runs
Holland was the leading hittying Cy Young's record of 906 11 innings, Los Angeles shad- game.
ter for the day going five for
mound appearances, pitched in ed Philadelphia, 2-1, and St.
both ends of a doubleheader a- Louis beat Cincinnati, 4-2.
Murray 181 100 400--15 19 3 eight for the two games, getgainst the Detroit Tigers SunTommy Davis snapped a 2-2 Benton 000 000 024— 6 7 1 ting two hits in the opener,
day. He wan the first game for tie in the White Sox opener
Tidwell and Felts; Thompsonv and three in the nightcap
Bobby Campbell picked up
Chicago, a 3-2 decision, by pit- with a seventh inning homer (1.) Cothran (3) and Driver.
two ground rule doubles. %,+ hen
ching to one batter, but con- off Detroit's Mickey Lolich. Detributed to a 6-1 loss in the troit's Denny McLain picked up ROCHESTER, N. Y. UT — the ball bounced over the centnightcap, although he faced on- the win, his llth in 13 deci- Lee Trevino of El Paso, Tex., er field wall.
John Clines. manager of the
ly two batters.
sions in the nightcap.
won the U. S. Open golf tourIn the first game, Wilhelm
Oakland Takes Two
nament with a record-equalling team said the key to the two
wins was the pitching, but gave
came on in the seventh with
Perfect game pitcher Jim 72-hole score of 275.
a lot of credit to his hitters as
two on and two out and struck Hunter nailed down the victory
out Willie Horton to gain his for Lew Krausse in the night- HOCKENHEIM, Germany MB well
Murray's next game is v,ith
second victory of the year.
cap to give Oakland a sweep of — Jochen Rindt of Austria, avHorton gained a measure of the Orioles. Sal Bando drove eraging 123.8 miles an hour, Paris, Tennessee, and will he
revenge as the first man to face in three runs for the A's in won the German Motor Sports played there at 7:30 this WedWilhelm in the eighth inning the second game with a double Association auto race in a Bra- nesday. They now stand at
three wins and one loss.
of the nightcap with the bases and two singles. Mike Hersh- ham
Owensboro was the state
loaded and a 1-0 White Sox berger slammed a tie-breaking,
champions last year and only
lead
two-run pinch-hit homer in the
REGGIO EMELLA, Italy MN
Grounder Ties U
eighth inning of the opener for —Italy won two singled match- lost two boys off that team
This time Horton dribbled a Chuck Dobson's fourth victory es for a 4-1 European Zone
000 020 1-3 5 1
grounder down the first base against six losses.
Davis Cup tennis victors over Murray
Owensboro 001'100 0-2 3 1
line. Wilhelm fielded the ball
Mickey Mantle and Horace Russia.
but couldn't make a play be- Clarke, each hit two-run hocause second baseman Tim Cul- mers in the eighth inning to
len felled to cover first. The give the Yankees, Fritz Petertying run scored. Wilhelm then son his fourth victory. It was
walked across the winning run Mantle's ninth homer of the
and he was out of the game season and 527th of his career,
Wilhelm has survived these leaving him only seven behind
expenences during a career third-ranked Jimmy Ft= on
dating back to 1952 in estab- the all-time home run list.
lishing four major league reCesar Tovar's two-run homer
cords-835 relief appearances, in the second inning and the
100 victories in relief, 1,535 four-hit pitching of Dave Bosinnings in relief, and most ap- well carried the Twins to vicpearances in a rookie season- tory over the Senators. Boswell
71.
went on to scars his sixth vicElswhere in the American tory of the season.
League, Oakland took both ends
Ken Harrelson's three-run
of a doubleheader from Balti- 'homer and Rico Petrocelli's
more. 4-2 and 6-4. New York two run blast accounted for all
the Boston runs against ClevePO PIPOCs.
VINIPC4,./0%,9011.41.44
land Harrelson. who hit three
homers Friday night, connected for his 14th of the season
off reliever Mike Paul in the
1
,,atie444/4
,
,eno..4)•earsoo.41; eighth.
By Unitod Press Intarnationat

Hoyt Wilhelm Is 19 Games
Away From Yung's Record

Holland and Campbell; La'.
and Crowe.
Murray
000 103 0-4 9 1
Owensboro 100 100 0-2 3 2
Jones and Campbell; Bentley
and Crowe.

Sports
on TV
Thursday, Jona 20
10:30-11 p. m.—Mtinson Out
doors . . . Ch. 8.
•• • •
Friday, Junto 21
8-11 p. m.—Braves Baseball
. . . Atlanta vs. St Louis Ch. 4.
••• •
•
Saturday, Jun* 22
p. m.—Car and Track
. . . Ch. 4.
••••
14 p. m.—Baseball . . Ch.
4.
••••
2:30-3 p. m.—The Outdoors
man. . Ch. 8.
••••
3-5 p. m —Canadian Open
Golf Tourney . . Ch. 5.
see.
4-5 p. m.—Wide World of
Ch. 8.
Sports .
* • • •

Sunday, Juno 23
1 p. m.—Soccer . . Tors vs.
Detroit Chargers . . . Ch. 5.
See.
2:15 p. m.—Baseball . .
Braves vs. Cardinals . . . Ch. 4.
••••
3 p. m.—Golf . . . Canadian
Open, final round . . . Ch. 5.

TION

e oflOng'Hop
at the

Antorican League
W. L. Pct. GB
Detroit
41 22 .651
Baltimore
32 28 .533 7%
33 20 .524 8
Cleveland
31 31 .500 94
Minn.
Boston
29 29 .500 94
30 31 .492 10
Oakland
New York 29 32 .475 11
28 33 .459 12
Calif.
Chicago
26 32 .448 12%
24 35 .407 15
Wash.
Sunday's Results
New York 4 California 3
Minnesota 4 Washington 2
Chicago 3 Detroit 2, 1st
Detroit 6 Chicago 1, 2nd
Boston 5 Cleveland 3
Oakland 4 Baltimore 2, 1st
Oakland 6 Baltimore 4, 2nd
Today's Probable Pitchars
Baltimore, Brabender 42 at
Oakland, Odom 6-4, 10.30 p in.
New York, Bahnsen 6•2 at
California, McGlothlin 5-4. 11
p. m.
Washington, Moore 1-3 at
Minnesota, Kaat 3-3, 9 p m
Cleveland, liargan 4-6 at
Chicago, Fisher 1-3 at MikkauItee, 8:30 p. m.
Only games scheduled
Tuosday's Games
Cleveland at Chicago, night
Washington at Minn., night
Baltimore at Oakland, night
New York at California, night
Boston at Detroit, night
National Loaavo
W. L. Pct, GB
St. Louis 38 25 .603
San Fran. 34 30 .531 4ti
32 29 .525 5
Atlanta
34 31 .523 5,
Los Aug.
Phila.
28 28 .500 64
Chicago 1
30 31 .492 7
29 31 .483 7's
Cin.
New York 29 31 .483 7''
l'itts.
27 31 .466 84
Houston
23 27 .383 13
Sunday's Results
San Fran 4 New York 1, 1st
New York 3 San Fran 1, 2nd
Atlanta 1 Chicago 0, 11 inns.
Pittsburgh 3 Houston 1, 1st
Pittsburgh 11 Houston 2, 2nd
Los Angeles 2 Philadelphia 1
St. Louis 4 Cincinnati 2
Today's Probable Pitchers
Atlanta, Jarvis 6-4 at Cincinnati. Maloney 6-4, 8
Houston, Giusti 4-7 at Pitts
burgh. McBean 5-5, 8 p. m
Los Angeles,1 Drysdale 84 at
Philadelphia, Short 41. 7 30
p. m.
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Hou at New York, 2, twi night
Chicago at St Louis. night
Cincinnati at Atlanta. night
San Fran at Phila., 2. twi night
Los Ang at l'ittsburgh. night

Weekend Sports
Summary

Peoples Bank of Murray
Beginning June 21, 1968

By United Press International
Saturday
OMAHA, Neb itrt — Southern California defeated Southern Illinois 4-3 to win the College World Series.

MAIN OFFICE and DRIVE-IN BRANCH
9 A.M 10 2:30 P.M
Monday through Friday

NEW YORK mrt — Mrs. Wallace Gilroy's }bah Hat led from
start to finish to capture the
11th running of the $50,000
added Bowling Green Handicap
at Belmont Park.
SYRACUSE, N. Y MPS — The
powerful University of Pennsylvania swept all three bevyweight events of the IntercolAssociation
Rowing
legiate
championships.
WIMBLEDON, England WI
—Great Britain won the Wi414man Cup for the first time in
eight years when sisters Christine Truman James *sad Nell
Truman beat Americans Kathy
Harter and Stephanie De Fins
8-9, 2-6, 6-3 in the concluding
doubles match.

TV Branch ... Drive-In Window at Branch
and ...Walk-Up Window Downtown
9 A.M.--4 P.M. - - - Monday through Friday
A New Service

NEW CASTLE. Northern Ireland try — The United States
swept the last three singles
matches to defekt Great Britain 1014 to 724 Ind captured
the Curtis Cup golf' thatches for
the 11th time In 15 tires.

FRIDAY EVENINGS, 4 to 1 O'clock
At All Offices
Saturdays 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

—
FORT WORTH, Tex.
Bob Delgado of Los Angeles
State downed California rival
Jim Powers of Fresno State
8-4, 6-2 to win the singles title
in the NCAA college division
tennis tournament.

These New Hours Arranged for the
Banking Convenience Of Our Patrons

PHILADELPHIA Sit — Bob
Skinner replaced Gene Mauch
as manager of the Philadelphia
Phillies.

Turner Earns
All-America Title
Tommy Turner. Murray State
University's freshman flash,
earned All-America recognition
on the basis of his fourth place
finish in the 440 yard dash. His
clocking of 45 8 was a brand
new 111SU record in the event,
and it is the first time Turner
has broken through the magic
46 second barrier.
Turner will now advance to
the Olympic trials as do the
others of the top six finishers
in the race The trials will be
held in los Angeles in two
weeks.

EOPLE
MURRAY
MAIN OFFICE
5th and Main
%

TV BRANCH DRIVE-IN BRANCH
6th and Main — S. 12th at Story
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Husband's Jog Pal
Too Fast for Her?
By Abigail Van Buren
Tritassall. Y. News Soma- lar-I

DEAR ABBY This woman my husband jogs with is
beginning to worry me. She isn't even a neighbor She drives
five miles every morning land at 7 o'clock!) just to jog with
my husband.
Don't tell me to jog with them. I'm no jogger. Do you
think I have anything to worry about'
JOGGER'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Net as long as they keep jagging.
DEAR ABBY. My husband and I have been married for 13
years, and our problem is his brother who lives in another state.
Every summer this brother (single) comes to "visit' us for a
whole month. We do not invite him, and he doesn't ask if it's
okay for him to come. He has his mother write and tell us
when to expect him.
My husband and I would like to put an end to his visits
because we don't enjoy his company that much In fact, he is a
real pain in the neck We're afraid if we don't do it right his
mother and the rest of the family will think we are
inhospitable
One year when we were expecting our oldest daughter and
her new-born baby, we wrote and told him we couldn't have
him at that tame, but be came anyway and just sat around to
be cooked for and waited on
Can you help us'
NO NAME, PLEASE
DEAR NO YES! Wig& and tell kin that. it is eat
convenient or yes te have blas THIS sUMMFR It easy seem
mad sled inhespitaMe, but feeling as yes de, it's better than
having a -guest" 44 his deeeriptiss Atte( armed for a mew&
DEAR ABBW - I just read something in your column that
Mt me close to home You said, "U parents want to be noble
and stay together becatiee al the kids, they should be a little
more noble and not let the kidg know it It makes them feel
liwarf."
Abby, parents who stay together because of the kids can't
hide it Tee kids know somettung is Wrong You see. our
parents had this crazy idea that they owed )t to us to put up a
front, I guess you would call it, and stay togefher until we were
grown. We knew they didn't really love each other.
Well, 4 years ago they got the deduce they should have
gotten long before Since then we have all been touch happier
We spend time with both our parents
Dad n remarried and is very happy Mom is going with
someone and it looks serious. If they had waded until we were
all grown it might have been too late for them to build another
We for themselves
I am 18 and a freshman in college, and the two younger
ones are in high and junior high I can't speak for all kids, but
I know this way is better for us Parents shouldn't feel that
they have to sacrifice their own happiness for thew kids_
HAPPIER NOW
DEAR ABBY That woman who complained because she
Mit an electric dishwasher for Mothers day really got my goat
I don't have one and I'm not complaining because I have two
good strong hands with which to wash my dishes That's more
than I can say for sister who is so crippled with arthritis she
can hardly heed her fingers, poor dear soul.
NO COMPLAINTS
Everybody has • wellies.- What's yews? For • pension
repty webs is Abby. lea MM. Lea Angeles. Cat. MO and
melte, a stammod. self-addruned sweeter_
VOIR ABBY'S BOOKLET. -HOW TO HAVE A LOVELY
WEDDING." 611:ND SIMI TO ABBY. BOX MM. LO8
APIGISLIM. CAL. sow

More than I btllion board
feet of lumber Ls destroyed by
fire each year
Because of 55.000 lakes. one
tenth of ?inland lies under water says the National Geographic

Murray Loan Co.

hostess to the June meeting of
the Alice Waters Circle of the
Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the Murray First
United Methodist Church at her
home on Panorama Shores.
During the social hour before the meeting was called to
order Mrs. Moffett served coffee and cake to the group.
In the absence of the chairman, Mrs. Charles Baker, vicechairman presided.
Minutes of the May meeting
were read and the roll call was
answered by twelve members
who reported twenty-two visits to the sick and shut-in people.
Mrs. Baker gave a report
from the executive committee
and the general meeting of the
society which was held June 4.
Mrs. Richard Tuck lead the
devotion from the 1968 prayer
calender for the Woman's Society of Christian Service.
The theme of the program
was -Citizens in a Widening
World — Africans Seek a New
Identity." Mrs. C. B. Ford discussed the subject usiog escemts from an article written
by Bishop Ralph Dodge and
Mrs. Annie Mustangs. Bishop
Dodge has worked in and for
Africa as a missionary for over
thirty years. Although Africa
had Methodist bishops assigned there for many years, Bishop Dodge was the first one
ever elected in Africa by the
African Church.
Mrs. Annie Mustangs is director of the Woman's Training
School in Lubumbashi. Congo
The article dealt with Africa's
past and the struggle of the
new nations in Africa as they
face the tank of nation-building.
Mrs Jessie Houston Roane
closed the meeting with prayer.
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Royal 1..a.." Pap. r
PAPER MAXEs throwaways baby food jars, shoe box.
juice can -look pretty enough to serve practical purposes

Shoppingfor a Color W.
If so, shop with everyone, but

Be Sure and Shop With Us!

TV Service Center
-11-7-North Fourth — Phone 753-5805
Bobby H WiLson
TV Technician
Hafford James
Owner
ONLY CURTIS-MATHES OFFERS THE
8-YEAR PICTURE TUBE WARRANTY
•
KELVINATOR APPLIANCE DEALER
•

•
•

•
Fonda Container
THERE IS no laundry to do no dishes, either when you
set a table with paper placemats, paper plates and cups.
useful and decorative items
Paper even comes to the taA 2-1b. coffee can with a
ble bringing with it not only
plastic lid becomes a canister, color but convenience. Paper
a frozen juice can turns into
place mats, cloths, plates,
a pencil holder one to keep cups, bowls and platters ate
handy for jotting down shop- Njhrow-aways that eliminate
ping list items).
laundry
and
dash-washing
chores and make less work for
Easy Projects
mother.
A milk carton, cut in half
and carefully covered, becomes
We don't know what. Cona holder for paper napkins. fucius would any about all this
Baby food jars with screw
but what we say is' "Let's
toPs can be used as spice jars hear it for Ts'Ai Lun." It has
with paste-on paper letters taken time but his invention
added to spell out contents I. has turned out to be a great
A shoe box can be a neat file deal more than Just something
to write on
for recipes and so it goes

•
•

•

•

Wright-Kelly Engagment

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Monday, June 17
Penny
Homemakers
The
Club will meet at the Triangle
Inn at one p.m. with Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd as hostess.

•

•

Supper Meet Held
By Calloway FHA
Group On Thursday

•••

•

•

•

There are 30 trillion cells in
'he adult human both

STUNNT RIOTS REACH YUGOSLAVIA Giving IPiesident Tito'i independent communist government Its first taste of tiro ,
and upheaval affecting many of the-wiprid's university
cities, an estimated 2.000 atum•nts gather. at the Uniyersiiy of itelgt ado to voice their
doinambi. • Litter the deritonstratora surged into a fris:-swinging battle with Epolice More
,Lthan I14, permOtes wet.' I...ported injured.
iruhlrpilerlot

0

TWO UTTLE DEARS Seeming i
baby deer Dancer
and Prancer are sniffed by their mother. Powder Puff, as
they are held by Archie Stiles in Meyernville, NJ

College Cleaners

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-3832

Coe1/00,

oft tied Master Dr y C lea t

By Dorothy Boone

Let's Talk Dry Cleaning
VACATION DAYIES are here
or just ahead for-ehany oT us
. . and a lot of planning has
already gone into preparations for the trip. There was
the old debate about where
to go, to mountains or seaside,
East or West . . to visit relatives and friends or just to
see the U.S.A Then the car
had to De given a checkup,
Bereft 11166
,
66
road maps were spread out
and studied and a route mapped out .
. oftentimes reservations made ahead Now
you're just
about ready to go.
But what about your clothes for the
trip? Good
vacation planning means giving a lot
of thought
to what you'il wear, while you travel
and when you
get there Plan for daytime fun
and evening out,
for whatever might come. Once you
decide on your
vacation wardrobe, check to make
sure it's ready
to travel
. clean and freshly pressed.
Did you ever figure what's the point
of packing
a freshly premed blouse or dress
or suit when it's
only going to get wrinkled in
the suitcase? Well,
a freshly done garment will
resist wrinkling a lot
better than one which is already
wrinkled and lifeless, and it will shake out any
acquired wrinkles
more rapidly
So sort out your vacation
wear now and send
it to us, so you'll be ready
for the road. You can
always rely-on-prompt
dependable service toy the
most modern methocLs when
you send all your dry
cleaning to us

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY-CLEANER

"The (leaner Interested In You"

•
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Fellowship Meet
Held At Holcomb
Home By Grout) II

The ' hot line" commurn,
tions line between Washingt, •
and Moscow became operatir.,
al In August. 1963
• • •
Sugar as • rationed commodity in the United States
from May 5. j942 to June 12,
1947
• • •
Interstate
Even - numbered
routes denote east-west direcfloc odd numbers are northsouth
• • •
, An oak tree requires 20 ri•al,
Tct,matureT5-ireeZ and T[ay.
ersye life is 200 to 300 years
• • •
AteL first U.S Marine battle
erwagement took place in the
Bahamas in 1776 when 266
Marines captured Port Monteetie

•
•

,•••••••••.

Phone 753-24121

AaMelese

•

Sy MAN O'SULLIVAN
`HANKS to a product that
was invented in 105 A.D..
kitchens are more colorful and
more carefreel 'than they ever
were. The inventor and I'll
bet a fortune cookie you've
never heard his name before
was Ts'Ai Lun who, by order
of the Emperor of China, invented something t other than
the then -used silk or bamboo)
that was easy to write on. It
was, of course, paper!
Expanded Usage
We still write on paper.
which is currently machinemade via a process that is
surprisingly similar to that
developed la centuries ago by
Ts'ai Lun. Nowadays, because
paper is economical, it is also
put to a variety of other uses
including decorative ones.
In the kitchen you can add
color with paper in many
ways. For example:
Line shelves with a lovely
lemon shade of bug-banning
paper that is impregnated
with insecticide.
Plastic (Oaths(
Select plastic-chrome paper
in a Sun Weave design yellow sparked with tangerine
accents -to cover cookbooks.
memo pads and tissue dispensers, Plastic-coated this paper
is highly practical. It can be
cleaned with a damp cloth, an
important consideration in the
kitchen.
Also use it to river -throwaways- and turn them into

The women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will meet at
the home of Mrs. Charles Hinds,
• ••
'809 Doran Road, at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
Tuesday, June 18
The Brooks Cross Circle of
the First United Methodist
Mrs. Frank Holcomb opened
Church WSCS will meet at the
her lovely home on Dogwood
social hall at 7:30 p.m. MayDrive East for the June meetbelle Byers will be the hostess.
• ••
ing of Group II of the Christian Women's Fellowship of the
Murray Assembly No. 19 OrFirst Christian Church.
der of the Rainbow for Girls
'Shoes At the Threshold- vras
will meet at the Masonic Hall
the theme of the very inspirat seven p.m. An initiation will
ing and interesting program
be held.
'Se
by Mrs A B. Austin.
Mns. Robert Singleton led
Circle I of the WSCS of the
the special worship service as
First United Methodist Church
she stood in front of the worwill meet at the social hall at
ship center she had prepared.
two p m.
•• •
During the social hour the
hestesses. Mrs Holcomb, Mrs.
The Fir* Baptist Church WoRupert Parks, and Mrs. Herbert
man's Missionary Society will
Earns, served strawberry de.
not meet this month due to the
light and coffee to the mneteen
Vacation Bible School at the
members and one visitor. Mrs.
church.
• ••
Lyda Pentecost of Camden,
Tenn.
Circle of the
Doran
Faith
The
• ••
WSCS of the First United Methodist Church will meet at
MSS CAROL JOYCE WRIGHT
three pm at the home of Mrs.
Bun Swann, 400 North 16th
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A Wright of Murray Route Three
An- Street with Mrs. Ray Cable as
tietam. the engagment and approaching marriage of their
daugh- cohostess.
The home of Miss Lucy Ann ter, Carol Joyce, to William Danial Kelly, son of Mrs. Jack
Kelly
• ••
Forrest was the scene of the of Minray Route Three.
meeting of the executive board
The bride-elect is a 1966 graduate of Callowary County High
Wednesday, June 19
of the Callcnvay County High School. She is now enrolled at Murray State University, where
Baptist
Grove
Elm
The
School chapter of the Future die is a junior majoring in music education. She is presently an- Church WMS will hold its cirHrmemakers of America held ployed at Winchester Printing Service.
cle meeting at the church at
en Thursday.
Mr. Kelly is a 1964 graduate of Calloway (:)ourity Hiett 7:30 p m Mrs. Charles Burkeen
Chaney.
new
presiMrss Rita
. He is now on a leave of absence from the Murray City will be the leader.
dent, led in the opening ritual. Police Force to serve in the United States Army. He is presently
•••
Both the old and new officers stationed at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland where he is
Tne Wadestioro Homemakers
were present
receiving automative training.
Club is scheduled to meet with
The officers evaluated last
A late summer wedding is being planned.
Mrs. Autumn Ezell *ere p.m.
year's work and made plans for
• ••
school
of
year
1968-69
the
Thursday, June 20
Oriental rugs are classified
A potluck supper was served.
The "continental drift" theThe Dorothy Circle of the
Those present were Mrs Bess as antiques when they have ory holds that Africa and
Kerlick arid Miss Forrest, ad- been in actual use in the coun- South America were one con- First Baptist Church WMS will
visors. Cathy Harris, Judy Kel- tries where they were woven tinent that split apart 200 mil- have a family picnic at the City
Park
so, Kathy Lovett. Rita Chaney, for SO rears or more.
lion years ago
Ellen Watson, Ricki Hopkins,
Mary Janice Morton. Jackie
Stubblefield,
Budzko. Kathy
Beverly Rogers. Dortha Jackson. Carolyn Venable. Shirley
Hays. and Charlotte Harmon.

'MONEY HEADQUARTERS
504 W. Main Street

•

New Ways To Use An Ancient Discovery

I

Load your car without blocking rear vision advises the National Automobile Club
• • •
A guinea pig is neither a pig
OW a native of Guinea, but a
rodent of South America.
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KING_FEATURES SYNDICATE Itd Dashing Shoes to Please Teen
St

This spring's zingy footwear ent and embossed textures are
styles have shoe-happy teen- ideal for school, socializing,
agers chanting: "Slick, slick, study-time — and accessorize
slick." Sleek or sporty, dashing perfectly with granny dresses.
or demure, the new shoes have
Colors are wild, and many
a fresh young fashion look mary-janes sport two shades
that's irresistible to the teen —one showing up as a color
miss.
accent on heel and bow or
With rising skirts and nov- strap.
elty stockings still focusing
There are a raft of other
fashion attention on legs and daytime styles for shoe-confeet, teen-agers are more alert scious teeners. Nifty tie shoes
than ever to the importance of — with ghillies in the lead —
smart-looking leather shoes in brushed, grained, smooth
A co-ed's footwear choices run and patent leathers gain adthe gamut from moccasins to ded fashion interest in a varimules, notes Leather Indus- ety of ways.
tries of America.
Some have sling-backs, some
The leathers in this youthful utilize combinations of colors
shoe collection are as lively as and or leathers, some are
the lasses wearing them. Light opened at the sides. Heels
in weight and aglow with color range from low flat to midare leathers of smooth, height and curvy.
grained, patent, suede, waxy,
Moccasins in every leather,
brushed and embossed texture. inclutling stylish *suede, conDemure mary -Janes with tinue to delight co-eds with
bow or instep strap will make their comfort and classic looks.
a nostalgic co-ed think of Leading the moc parade are
school days many years be- conventional penny loafers,
hind her. With low heels and with innovations such as kiltie
rounded toes, these prim mocs, sling - backs, tasseled
leather shells in smooth, pat- moccasins and monk -strap
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Try _Come/limy New
Have You Discovered These Recent Arrivals?
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
just "shop" when you
DON'T
pick up the weekly super-

•
St

•
•

market order. Explore Take
a good look at the shelves and
frozen food bina Here and
there you'll find newcomers
in the category so dear to the
modern homemaker's heartthe category of Convenience
FoodsFor example, have you put
the latest in minute rices to
the test" What's new about
them? Flavor!
Three New Flavors
Choose from beef-flavored
rib roast rice, chicken-flavored
drumstick rice or a Spanish
mix that includes sweet peppers and onions. Superb solo,

•

•
•

Detainer
M. you
cups.

the tanot only
Paper
plates,
tent are
lOninate
washing
work for

these made-in-minutes mixes
are used in today's recipes.
The Spanish rice is featured
in the Skillet Beef recipe,
while the beef-flavor mix stare
in Crunchy Vegetable Ftice.
Flavor is also the news in
the latest development in
shake-bake coatings.
Country Style
The original seasoned coating, which was for chicken,
was highly seasoned, Next
came a lemon-sparked coating
for fish. The newest addition
to this highly successful line
---and it's also for chicken -is
called "mild country-style".
It is a more delicate flavor
than
the original chicken

•
•

at Conall this
"Let's
" It has
rivenUoa
a great
mething

•
•

•
•

Minute Rice MIX.1
PREPARATION TIME for delectable Crunchy Vegetable
Rice is telescoped into a few minutes because it stars new
wiadwin-rninutes rice that features rib roast beef flavoring,

coating and is intended to provide an all-American taste.
This new shake-bake product stars in our Southernken with
Style recipe for
e The latCorn Bread Dres
ter, by the way, features not
only corn bread but madeona-minute rice.
SOUTHERN-STYLE
CHICKEN WITH CORN
BREAD DRESSING
% c. chopped onion
1,4 c, diced celery
% c. butter
2 c. chicken broth
1 tsp. salt
ei tsp. poultry seasoning
Dash of pepper
c. packaged enriched
precooked rice
1 envelope mild countrystyle seasoned coating
mix for chicken
21,4 lbs. cut-up chicken
3 c. crumbled corn bread
1 c. diced toasted white
bread
2 tbsp. chopped parsley
1.4 c. chicken broth
additional
c. butter additional
Saute onion and celery in
v.,,etables
c. butter
are tender but not brown. Add
2 c. chicken broth and seasonings; bring to a boil. Add
rice and simmer 5 minutes.
Meanwhile, empty seasoned
coating mix into the plastic
shaker bag. Moisten chicken
pieces, coat, arrange in pan as
directed on package.
Stir
bread, diced toast
and parsinto
C%
rice mixture.
Spoon into 11,4 qt. baking dish
Heat % c. chicken broth
with
c, butter until butter
is melted. Drizzle over dressing mixture.
Bake dressing and chicken
at 400 F for 40 to 50 minutes
or until dressing is lightly
browned on top and chicken is
tender.
Serve with Curried Peach
Halves.
Serves 4.
CURRIED PEACH HALVES
I ii lb. 14 ozi can peach
halves. drained
2 tbsp lemon juice

Good Season Shake 'a Blake
TWO SOUTHERN SUPERLATIVES—crispy SouthernStyle Chicken wi4h Corn Bread Dressing and Curried Peach
Halves—make an ee.sy dinner for a homemaker to prepare.
% c. firmly packed brown
sugar
14 tsp. curry powder
14 tsp. ginger
1 tbsp. butter
Place peach halves in baking pan, cut side up. Sprinkle
with lemon Juice Combine remaining ingredients and
sprinkle over peaches
Bake at 400 F. for 20 minutes, basting occasionally with
pan Juices. Serve hot.
Serves 8.
CRUNCHY VEGETABLE
RICE
2 tbsp. butter
C. sliced celery
% c. thin green pepper
stripe
2 c. water
1 (7 ozi pkg beefflavored rice mix
2 tbsp. aliced ripe olives
Co mbine butter, celery.
green pepper, water and contents of seasoning packet
from rice in a saucepem. Bring
to a boil Add rice mixture

stir until well mixed. Cover:
remove from heat. Let stand
7 minutes. Stir in olive slices.
Stir well before serving.
Serve with soy sauce, if desired. Serves S.
SKILLET BEEF SPANISH
RICE
is to
1 lb. ground beef
tsp. salt
Dash of pepper
2 tbsp. butter
1 11 lb. 12 oz.) can
tomatoes
c. water
1 16 oz. I pkg. Spanish
rice mix
Season beef with salt and
pepper Saute in butter in
large skillet until well
browned Add tomatoes, water, rice and contents of rice
mix seasoning packet. Bring
La a full boil. stirring GemMortally. Cover, reduce heat
and simmer 5 minutes. Stir
well before serving.
Makes, about 5 cups or 4 to
5 servings
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Space Plus
Style Spark
Handbags
handbags for spring '66 have
a dual focus on fashion: space
and leather.
New bags look small, but
space is cunningly utilized for
maximum effectiveness, As for
leather, all types of leather
textures are used — alone or
In combination — in styles
spanning every price range.
Luxury with practicality is
the pleasing result, reports
Leather Industries of America
Doubling Up
This season's small-scale
bags, and their big sisters, are
fashioned of striking grained
and embossed leathers, delicate smooth leather, velvety
suede, handsome brushed and
waxy leathers, and gleaming
lustre and patent leathers.
From these have been crafted
satchels, pouches, envelopes,
swagger bags, totes, box bags
and shoulder-strappers.
For double style and space
are two trim leather bags attached baek-to-betek. Accordion sides may provide even
more room. Styling of the bags
may be identical, or they may
have different closings or added accents of color or leather.
Conventional single satchels,
envelopes and pouches may
gain in carrying capacity
through deep gussets or accordion pleats Trim on these
compact yet roomy bags includes handle treatment -chains, rigid construction
handles, single or double
:eather straps — and richlooking gold or brass closings
and other ornamentation
For a soft feminine effect.
the leather may be quilted or
shirred
Going informal
The leather swagger bag
with full-depth outside pockets is another space-stretcher
for the new season. In both
small and large versions, it
boasts a full measure of compartments for a lady's necessary paraphernalia.
Pastels and pale neutrals in
smooth, grained and embossed
leathers give a sunny springtime look to this year-round
favorite.
The bigger handbag has, of
course, not been forsaken —
especially for sports and casual wear Sturdy yet smartlooking- are larger sized
shoulder-strap bags, satchels
pouches or totes
Decorating this Informal
group may be two-leather oi
two-color themes, industrial
zippers, brass trim and heavy
stitching

Instant Rating
Of Video Show
• IEUGEAE. ore. (I PI) —
-1 I nirersity or/ Oregon prolessor has come up with a
unique stay to measure teleri
studio audience reac•
tiros to a particular program.
Weathers of the andieme
push levers at points in Is
program 10 indicate likes
dislikes. Their responses me

types not far behind.
Something deliciously different in teen shoes is 'the
mule casual. Set on a ;low
broad heel and showing a
wider rounded-off toeline. the
mule — with no back and
high-cut front — may boast
a buckle, a tie, an applique.
As for the leather, patent is
a pet here, also suede, brushed
and smooth leathers.
Special occasions, ranging
from Sunday visiting to the
senior prom, call for pretty
pumps, slings and sandals in
pretty leathers — colorful
smooth, lustre, patent and
suede textures. With rounded
toes, tiny T-straps, wider
throat-lines and shallow silhouettes, these dressy shoes
bid fair to dazzle a date and
impress a friend.
TAKINt. TO TERRY
Terry relaxes for spring, as
new loungev.rear adapts this
colorful material in a variety
of shapes and colors. Classic
terry robes are joined by shift,
poncho and empire styles.

recorded on cider, taisti in a
which anon, producers
to rivet simultaneously the
program and audience reaction.
(*wally, e‘plains Dr. E. A.
Kretsinger of the speech department. a producer has to
rely on what audiences remember in asking for critical comment.
1148,

New Mexico was admitted as
the 47th state in 1912.

k.)1
Shirred •nd gathered into the wiftest

silhouettes,

new handbags like this une off, perfrri coordination
End proportion for ilie spring faphion. Double handles

attach with leather•ro%ered rings_ 1.atwskin handbags
rohlentz

NOW MUCH WOULD IT
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TO AIR CONDITION
YOUR ENTIRE HOME
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LONG COATS
Ladies or Mens
O
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SHIRTDRESS of Dacron and cotton voile
with -eyelash" coin dot motif pattern buttons down the front and is sashed at natural waistline The skirt is softly gathered

By TAD ROWADY
AFTER so much freedom in

•
•

•

OFFER

Offer Good Tuesday and Wednesday, June 18th & 19th
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frees the contention is that
he pendulum controlling the
'ashion world may swing back
along with morals to the puriModesty such as it
tanical

O used to be known in fashion
may become the order of the
•day some; few years hence and
the fashion cycles may also
resume their previous precisions and do away with present
Doubt it"
lay confusion
Who's to say' Women have
been clothes emancipated and
the trend may be towards
more - undressing'
In the meantime you can
di
have your choice this season

ROMANTIC look for summer evenings is
midi length skirt of Dacron organdy with
R waist-whittling circle of groag-rain ribbon and chic multi-tiered white lace cape

of.anumber of interesting, attractive silhouettes and you
ran change your personality
'lien with a "new" look
Hemlines'" That's a question no designer, manufacturer
or store buyer seems willing
to settle, Collections include
the mint, the maxi, the midi,
the knee skimmer and the
long Karh,can have its proper
place in the fashion world,
Again, it's pick and choose to
suit your preference So indulge your whims.
All that can be said right
now is that 'Summer '6R is
shaping lip as a "pretty and
most romantic" SCI13011

FINEST PROTECTION-BOX STORAGE
For Winter Garments—Woolens
Blankets--Etc.
Saves Clothes-Saves Time -Saves Money,

Gregory, an ardent believer
in femininity, expresses the
"pretty" mood and the en'
hancing young "innocent" look
in his newest collection from
which were culled the smart
fashions shown here
Voiles, organzas.
ruffles,
laces, embroidery, polka dots,
piques and delightful colors
are sonic of the many subtle
guiles used to achieve the soft
feminine look
The shirtwaist dress, the

All Garments Cleaned' at ONE-HOUR
are Moth and Mildew Proofed FREE.

presentation

.
1.0•111

*ALL WORK GUARANTEED*
Never An Extra Charge For One Hour Service

gently gathered dirndl skirt,
as well as the shapely bodyskimmer lend further enchantment in Gregory's Summer

eas 109

301/1213S 11110H 3NO

'here
side,
relait to
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out
Unjust

TEAMMATES for summer afternoons and early evenings
are this long-sleeved, high-collared yoked bioti'? with ribbon beading and, the slim, midi-length skirt. Roth made of
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Topcoat Trend Leaders Prove
Lightweights Are Winners

t.!

HEAR A MAN WITH A MESSAGE OF ETERNAL IMPORTANCE...

peaked. L-shaped or cloverleai
lapels. There are also choices
of flapped and welt pockets.
The fabrics in those coats
are suiting-weight and Include

the Man

worsteds. silk worsted blends
and some that are slightly
iridescent
The Traditional natural
shoulder topcoats make their
spring move in traced waist
fly-front models that hit at or
Just below the knee and in the
classic raglans with the shoulders reduced to fit smoothly
over natural shoulder suits
and sport jackets
Lightweight tweeds and gabardines are leading Traditional fabrics for spring There
are some featherweight camel
hair blends. too
Added to the many staple
styles In rainwear this /Tiring
are two new entries One is a
dressy set-In sleeve model with
a topcoat-like notched collar
The other is a double-breasted
style that has been divested of
the belt, epaulets and other
marks of the trench coat
. However, most major firms

•

•

BILL MEDEARIS

•

have devoted much of their
efforts to producing featherweight coats that give protection from warm weather rain

•

without being burdensome
New fabrics many being
blends of polyesters with cotton. and Improved finishes
that make the cloth water-

In Leather
Homeward bound for
spring, new leather sofas
available in any size or
ilhouette preferred
There are floor -hugging
styles, such as the leather
sofa with cushions only 14
the floor —
tnches from
matching
with
aviillable
ottoman
leather
chair and
In a contrasting shade
Or, the choice might be
a contemporary version of

old-fashioned overstuffed couch, comfortably
designed in tufted black
lea her
An eight -foot sofa,
in('anted on chrome legs,
apholstered in black or
naiurai calfskin For a very
new lookare a suede leather sofa and armchairs in
parrot
britlit colors
green, royal blue, burnt
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SUNDAY SERVICES: Bible Study 9:45; Worship 10:40; Sunday Evening 6:00
•

•

WEEK-DAY SERVICES: 7:30 P.M. (Monday thru Saturday)

•

the

orn

r

CHILDREN'S CLASS EAN EVENING 7:15; YOUNG PEOPLE CLASS.GRADES 7-12,
NURSERY SERVICES PROVIDFD EACH SERVICE
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•
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS for
The Week,
8 Acres, with well, pump, septic tank and electricity. Stable
for horses, shade trees. On
blacktop road. Price $3800.00.
2-BEDROOM, extra nice, living
room, dining room, kitchen and
bath, built-in oven and range,
air-conditioned, and electric
heat, on 1 acre of ground. 10
WILL DO baby sitting in my miles east of Murray, on High2-15-P way
home. Call 753-7513.
94. Price $8500.00.
2 ACRES, one 3-bedroom frame
home,
my
in
SEWING
DO
WILL
also alterations, bound, button- house and one, 2-bedroom
holes and machine made but- frame house. Both with electric
tonholes. 203 S. 12th or call heat, and bath. 5 miles from
2-18-C Murray, on black top road. All
753-7453.
for $10,500.00.
HELP WANTED
AT PANORAMA Shores. 2-bedroom brick veneer with large
lady
with
WOMAN TO STAY
recuperating from surgery, light
house work. Salary, room and
meals. Phone 753-6030 after
5:00 p. m.

den, kitchen, large living room,
with wall-to-wall carpet. Large
lot, with shade trees. Price
$12,500.00.
FREEMAN JOHNSON, Realtor,
Southside
Shopping
Center.
Phone 753-2731,
2-18-C
CARD OF THANKS
The kindness that was rendered to us during the recent
illness and death of our beloved wife, mother and grancimotther, Mrs. One Pharris Cooper
was accepted with the greatest
gratitude.
We sincerely extend our appreciation and thanks to all of
you, especially the neighbors
and friends who brought food
and comforting words, to Max
Churchill and Rev Tommy

MONDAY - JUNE 17, 1968
Jackson who helped to ease our
sorrow during these difficult
days. May God bless each of
you.
Sincerely,
The Family of
One Pharris Cooper

* NOW OPEN *

cy designs, etc. Just assume skis, ski vest, ski rig. Call 753- DOWNSTAIRS furnished, air2-21-P conditioned apartment, for fall
final 9 payments of $6.36 mon- 7919, S. Parklane,
Private entrance. Call
2-18-C
th. Call 753-6888.
BEDROOM SUITE, nylon, Sim- semester.
2-18-C
753-1950.
MASSEY FURGERSON baler,
Frigid.
bed;
hide-a-way
ra- mons
New Holland rake, New Holland 1966 MUSTANG, 289, stick,
1607 sire automatic washer, tables GIRL OR GIRLS need to share
conditioner. Will sell all three dio and heater. See at
TFC and lamps. RCA T. V. Phone apartment with other college
753-6293.
call
or
Dodson
together or conditioner separate
2-18-P girls. Call 753-7923.
753-2947.
J-18-C
• from baler and rake. All in U. S. STRAD Guitar, good as
good condition. Call John Mc- new. Boys suit by Man Craft, 1963 PONTIAC Bonneville. Full FOR RENT OR SALE
* Cinston, Route 2 Puryear, Tenn. size le, wash and wear. Phone power, factory air, new tires. bedroom house trailer with airTFNC 753-6421.
247-3949.
247-C Excellent condition. Best offer. conditioner, available now. Call
BEAUTIFUL Manchester pupJ-22-C 753-8291 after 5:00 p. m.
Call 753-6123.
toys, famous COPPERTONE Tappan range:
ies, medium
..1.19-P
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
Gwinnywillow bloodline, AKC. breakfast table and chairs. PEARL GREY muskrat fur
2-17-C jacket. Size 12 to 14. Excellent
A Ei 117,41
SERVICES OFFERED
2-17-P Phone 753-4975.
Gilbertsville 362-4348.
Y
7-Number
ACROSS
wo
S T gS T 6 e,06
condition. $50.00. Call 753-7725.
The finest investments.
6-Rodents
753Call
PURR-FECT Persian kittens - 1957 V. W. Extra good mechan6
wanted.
sitter
L0
Baby
a
0
1
Skill
2-18-C MAINTENANCE Unlimited Jan9-Near
Commercial or Residential
A
A
4
blue, cream, CFA. Gilbertsville, ical condition, looks good,
deity
1397.
Teutonic
3-17-C
10-Shouted
itor Service, Commercial, In6 Wander
AN
2-17-P $400.00. Call 4d8-3801. 2-17-C UPRIGHT PIANO. Good pracKy., 362-4348.
Plan your retirement home
11-Aimless scribble 12-Prefix
dustrial, Residential. Call beI
down
(z.
studfor
SALE
beginning
piano
tice
FOR
ESTATE
13
Tidier
REAL
or cottage in Canton Shores
492-8485.
6,
and
tween 2
14-Perch
RAZORS, $6.95, ent. $75.00. Call 753-3798.
DUE TO DIVORCE we have ELECTRIC
15
.Hypothetical
17-Rmrard
June-27-C
on beautiful Barkley Lakes
one Singer Automatic Ziz-Zag Swiss import. Allow 6 weeks
2-18-C
20-Solar
BY OWNER, 3-bedroom brick 16 force
•
ALe
3
Ingredient
waterfront subdivision
finest
Call
sewing machine. Monograms, delivery. Air mail 80‘ extra.
disk
Street.
Si A
house on So. 16th
111-Behold!
adjoining Kentucky Lake.
23.Pref
TFC 19 Babylonian
buttonholes, sews on buttons, Kentucky residents add 5% 26" BOYS bicycle Call 753- WOULD LIKE to do sewing in 753-5270.
N.1 AL
not
deity
2-18-C my home. Call 753-7381 after
A o 6k A
blind hems, twin needle, fan- sales tax. Basra Import, Export, 1670.
24-Conyunction
Well restricted for your
J-17-C MODERN FOUR - BEDROOM, 21 Toward shelter
5:00 p. m.
E T Do
25-God of love
Dept. L, 505 Poplar, Murray,
22
Storage
protection.
pit
7534996.
Call
airland
MG-TD.
27-Cultnated
1952
paneling,
2-17-C
$3,500. Carpet,
24 Poker stake
30-Memorandum
2-19-C AVAILABLE immediately for conditioning, furniture. Elec- 26-Slave
Canton Shores has hard32-Performs
SII.A continent
46 Symbol
secExperienced
work.
summer
camper
FLELD
acre. 2111French plural
1967 WESTERN
1%
insulated,
35-Most gracious
(abbr.)
for yttrium
heat,
surfaced streets, low cost
tric
p.
h.
75
Fiberglass,
2-17-C
15'
article
BOAT
753-7215.
Call
retary.
37-Conspiracy
60.Mountain in
trailer in excellent condition,
48-Strikm
TVA power, park and ramp
On blacktop, three miles down 29 Strict
only 20 hours
311-Macaw
Crete
out
31 Lifeless
9500 Mlles. Has 2 foam rubber Johnson motor,
for the use of it's property
39-Crud
NOW IS A GOOD time to panel Potter-town Road. J. Robinson- 33
and
aft
top
side
nylon
62-Spanish
time,
51-Competent
DItliflUT
mattresses and spare tire. 1968
41-Unruly crowd
2-20-P
owners, all seeded down, new
article
53-Withered
tremens (abbr 43-Click
all complete with that kitchen or living rodm.
beetle
Kentucky license, $300.00. Call curtains,
Carpentet
34-Cory
and different large lots must
corner
installation.
64-Spanish
Expert
37- Without
44-Man's
435Call
$1395.00.
for
trailer
owner:
by
SALE
FOR
HOUSE
2-17-P
fall
Let
36
753-3842.
for "yes"
end (poet.)
nickname
be seen to be appreciated.
2-19-P work of all kinds. Call Gerald Three-bedroom brick in Bagwell 311-Hebrew month
4752.
ao Checkers
J-17-C
Drive out and see for yourCarter at 753-8260.
40-Mix
USED liELVINATOR electric
Carpeted
baths.
Manor, 1%
42.Frecas
self -Terms to su it-centRUGS a meas? Clean for less
leo Stockmen
cook stove 39". Looks and cooks
conditioned,
45-Beam
throughout, air •
LOST & FOUND
tral water system already in.
with-Blue Lustre! Rent elecior Produce Clerks
47-Vhfe
of
Phone
Griffin,
Owner
he new. Ansel
appliances.
built-in
tric shampooer $1. Bik K. J-22-C
Geraint
1.0 Meat Cutters
2-18-P
753-3205.
Manager at Canton Shores
transferred. Call 7534904.
49.Traded for
billfold.
brown
Man's
LOST:
ao Meat Wrappers
2-17-C
money
office 7 days a week, locatcall 753-7226. Reward
kittens,
found
Siamese
If
REGISTERED
50.1ilaster
ed on a beautiful deep water
Apply tn person at the
FOS RENT
2-17-C BY OWNER: A beautiful 3- 52.Po-terms
offered.
champion sired. glues and seals.
bay near the main channel
new Cooper -Martin
S4
for
Symbol
Seai and champion lilac stud
bedroom brick house. Call 753tantalum
at
new Barkley Lake, 10
block
Food Store, Belair
One
boys.
FOR
2-17-C 55.5un god
Weimaraners. ROOMS
Also
service.
7573.
WANTED TO RENT
miles west of Cadiz, Ky., on
S6-Inucts
Shopping Center, Mur2-17-C from campus. Summer rates.
Phone 753-7664.
scale
U. S. Hwy. 68, 22 miles east
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick locat- S9 Note ofertreme
Will take fall applications. Priray, Ky.
of Murray, Ky., 1 mile to
2-room furnished ed in southwest Murray. Many 61-Goves
1964 CHEVROLET, 327 Super vate entrance. Phone 753-6243 WANTED
unction to
Tuesday & Wednesday
the new 170,000 LBL NaSport, automatic, double power, or 753-2666.
June-24-C apartment Call 753-8801.
desirabre features, including 63•Wiped out
June 25-26
tional Park in Canton, Ky.
2-18-NC large kitchen-den combination, 65 Wideawski
with white interior. Call
red
66-Compass
9.00 a.m till 300 p.m.
-Also see Thurmo-Built
point
Lloyd Todd, 753-2202 after 5 NEW FURNISHED apartments,
1% beths, carpeting and ap•
NOTICE
Homes now on display at
ApartWilliams
Man's name
67
air-conditioned.
lowbeen
has
pliancee. Price
2-17-P
p. m.
Canton Shores.
Excellent working con-ments, So 16th St. Phone 753.
DOWN
ered for quick sale-also can
July-l-C
12,000 BTU YORK Air-Condi- 8860.
ditions, good salary,
LUX SALES & Ser- arrange financing for qualified 1 -Fuss
2-17-C 2-Rat
tioner in good condition. $75.
213 Murray, Ky., C. buyer. Call 753-3903.
paid vs.cationa, paid
vi
lte713Vo
FURNISHED apartment for six
3-Proposition
Call 753-2832 after 3:00. J-18-P
Sanders, Phone 382-3176,
insurance and other
4-Girrs name
girls for fall semester. Kitchen, M.
Grove
H-June-29-C BUILDING LOTS in
Lynnville, Ky.
5.91allts
2
company benefits.
bedrooms,
3
room,
living
14 FT LARSON Speedboat, 40
Heights Subdivision, each 100
unsteadily
j19C
h. p. Mercury, new battery, baths, private entrance. Phone TERMITES? Call Ward Termite x 200 feet, near Elm Grove 6 Scoffed
Distr. by United miens
17
2-17-C
753-3990.
for free estimate. All work guar- Church Good shade. Walter
Box 542
anteed. Five year contracts. Schroeder, Phone 753-2498.
MEN • WOMEN - COUPLES
J-20-C
Five room house treated, $65.00.
Murray,
Ky. 42071
MOTEL CAREERS AVAILABLE
Ward Pest Control, 1612 College
Would feu like a new exciting career in the srowtss motet Industry?
on
BARGAINS
ESTATE
REAL
Farm Road, phone 753.6501.
nano--Cadiz, Ky.
ranters/0 Mots! &hoots can train you ree
-i
dramiattog, wall paying
July-11-P Building Lots.--Position am Motel Manatee,. Assistant MISeffMat Meas. Housekeeper*
WE HAVE over 250 buidlng
924-5606
and Hoetewee Meet famous and Interesting' PINMISE kavel if you want
MOTOR ROUTES open. Contact lots to choose from, southwest
to Kiln in axial activities live In Pielleilffl filliWillEaffoire Apartment
753and
Journal,
water
usually tsensams. Aye no barrier • conaturlky an asset.
of Murray. With
Louisville-Courier
Trias as bear le aware lime followed by two weeks practloal
TFC sewer, some with curb and gut- Or7116.
In
Ova Oasoo-Tront SLUE SAAB MOTEL is Sunny Mani Bomb. TA
ter and black top streets. Price
Restaurant,
lob
until
omega*
switch
Lao
to
ready
excellent
Won't
DRINKS,
Our
local
and
COLD
ranging from $750.00 to $4500.
Copyright C 1968 Lao
From the Doubledio & Co. novel.
national enaplomosot assistance Don't dollar Wills now for ‘"owailiens
Pool Room and Tobacco. Li- No down payment. Only small
Murray, Ky.
Wells. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
detain No oblirouon
Cothe
censes are on sale at
monthly payments.
VA APPROVMD UNDO; NNW fiff MILL
753-2394
third party' making profit from
Edwards made a rock-hart unty Court Clerk's Office now. FREEMAN JOHNSON Realtor,
CHAPTER 17
Age__ LISITVESUSAL NIVIVIL SCHOOLS
Naffs
sound. "We have Our own rif Come at once and get yours,
CORWIN asked Vale the suspicion."
Dope.
11131
Atkins'
Center,
Shopping
Southside
lea.'
11171 N.W. 7 St.
4-.3 Edwards and his daughter. ''Whc
1
/
.
CIL!
to avoid a penalty. D. W. Shoe- Phone 753-2731.
2-18-C
NUomi. Pia. SUSS
the
-too
-That's
mom
troublevia
-You talk like Bob Hoskins.
PUB&
Diana, if the sheriff had helped
217-C
Clerk.
maker,
.
them when there was rustling. He denies it Maybe I'm wrong :rifles on both aides and to(
.ch hard feelings."
"Not then. But come an elec- but. this brings us back to why 111111u
e, on their side But what
thin, we had one of our boys I've come. Questions about the
it
wearing the badge Just in time, burning and the dead beef can can we do about '
Greg looked from the granite
too." Vale Edwards explained. wait This one can't Do you
"In time for what?"
about Sam . aged face to the pale beaut)
know an
AWW
k
land red hair of Diana, her eyes
"In time to clear Us when our Rana' killing?"
iLl...ext
01J S
WONDER
CATCH
I
WILL
YOU
I
still
rounded
oi
with
shock
the
wild
make
to
neighbors began
"Nor"
IT
the
"Let
WHAT
news.
them
Bat
know
VERY
SOMETHING
claims, that's what!"
I'M GOING
"Does any of your crew?"
y- -you at least had nothing
"Is the sherif your man
WILL BE
UNUSUAL
to
do
the
with
murder."
FISHING --or Yates'!"
will
"The
them
tell
sheriff
"Was there any order given
Edwards stared, snorted, but
WHAT
hint that it'd that"
didn't look quite so assured. about Rails
"They won't believe ex-Bar Y
WILL I
Bar Y man. No such thing as be a help if he turned up dead?"
HOT
Edward s' head jerked up. They will believe you."
his or mine."
CATCH
Edwards stared. "Do I get
DOGS
Greg let it go by. "Since I've 1"You've gone too far! Get out!"
TODAY?
been here. I've found a burned ; "Mr. Edwards, you're going to your idea "
"Let's go to Rocking Chair-O line shack yoUrs- -and a lot of I have to answer that question,
wire down. Yates wanted to pin maybe a hundred times. There'll you, Miss Diana and me. Just
; be a lot of people who won't us. They'll not be ready to ride
that on me but couldn't."
"From what he told me, get out when you order them. yet. They'll not expect our comYou know I don't want a range ing. You can say it straight. It's
you're still not clear."
"I am and can prove it But. war So . why not start your a long chance, but the only
chance of stopping sudden killsomething else. I was called answering with me?"
Edwards mat stiffly but his ing."
over to Rocking Chair to look
to 1.. U I Fyn C. -a. AO.••••••••4
•,041i av 14.611 hew* SryaSteve. lac
Edwards' clawe d, arthritic
at a slaughter. Rocking Chair body trembled. Diana, her race
beef rounded up, shot dead and pale and eyes huge, pressed her hand struck the chair arm. "Be
left to rot on the range. Wire ;fingers into her father's shoul- hanged if I'll go to them"
"You'll be hanged if you don't
cut and the trail came out of der. He understood the signal.
along with some good men
• and went back into Bar Y. Do "There was no order nor hint,
sir I am not that kind of man fighting for your pride. What
vou know about that?"
Father and daughter ex- and do not hire that kind of about her'"
ANY OF YOU RECALL
ALWAYS
BUT,,.
YOU ALL KNOW I DO, KIT,
Greg's head bobbled toward
changed blank looks then both man."
THE NAME OF THE
THREE
YOU
REMEMBER
GOOD
HOW
PEOPLE
MANY
three
The
Diana.
stood
tense
a
at
him
looked
beyond
Greg
faced Greg and Edwards shook
MAN DOC SAM WAS
BUT,O0C SAM, YOU
AFFECTION. YOU'VE
WANT A MURDERat
his head. Greg pressed on "Now clock ticking away on the far for long, long momenta. EdLEAVE
11) HAVE
SUPPOSED
MEAN
TWE
HAVE
TO
ME
DON'T
SW"
A
wards
stirred.
FOR
DOCTOR
wall.:
"Diana.
have
the
Tex
timed
,
He mentally
Sam Rolla- and a Bar Y man
TowN!
KU-LED
ING Of REAL
NOT MANY, I
cavalcade into Redman. back to (hitch up the surrey."
seen clote by."
• • •
KINDNESS I
U.
PROMISE YOU
"This is the first we've heard I Anchor and then, undoubtedly,
The old man walked slowly
of it." Diana said and Greg ne-: to a final council at Rocking
, with help from Diana, to the
Chair.
lieved her.
"I believe you, air. Yates is surrey that Tex and another
He didn't need to ask Vale
Edwards the old man clearly fully in your trust and holds puncher had brought around to
the front of the house.
had not known. Greg spoke nothing back from you"
Edwards spoke to Tex. "If
"You hate him," Diana snapslowly. "Maybe this time a Bar
Bart gets back before I do. tell
Y lawman would be like a tang- ped,
"Not near enough to throw him to stay hitched-right here.
led rope."
"Why, sir' The evidence just suspicion of murder, or cattle We're going to Rocking Chair."
"Rocking Chair! You need
!killing on him But you'll get
can't point to us."
gun siding! I'll get some of the
"It Mel already, so far as questions thrown at you about
I've heard. Like the slaughtered him- -like was he at the ranch boys."
"You'll do nothing of the kind_
beef and I' saw the sign my. I when those cattle were killed.
If any of you so much aa moves
self. Like the burned line shack I Or when the line shacks burnoff this ranch, you're fired. Tell
fence between me and you led? Where is he now, for inBart that goes for him."
•down but not a single track on stance?"
He dropped back in the seat.
Again the exchange of the
my range."
; blank look between father and Greg spurred ahead until they
FAwards sat quite still.
Id
daughter. Vale answered. "Bart were out of the yard and onto
you see it all so much against I went out early to work the west the road leading into the hills.
pSsT:r-• YOU KNOW
-AN'REMEMSER
WE'LL
NAVE
HOW LUNG
us. why considering what hap- hinge. He's not back yet."
Then he dropped back to ride
I Ni<?- IF HE DUN'T
SOMETH
FOUR
DO
TO
pened in town -did you come
HAVE
AIL
WE GOT TO
Greg scooped up his hat and alongside the surrey. Diana held
THE HUMAN
HEXTERMINATE
here?"
'
IT 5N1
AT TN
arose. lie looked at the clock the two grays to an easy, steady
PICK THE
HIV\
RACE,I'LLGIVE
"What- happened in town la „By now, the sheriff should be pace.
COMPUTER!!
LAIJAVIW
NICEST'1UNK
•ersonal between Yates and me. at Anchor. I believe you, he's
He could only judge, of
A
SUCH
PAD
COUPLES IN
KiCK For-c4r-ft did not concern anything 1 honest So he's bound to say course, from the few times he
•
1 -4
MMORROW
or did about Miss Edwards. there's no proof anyone at Bar had seen her, from the way she
OUR COUNTRIES,
-things
tut all these other
Y killed Sam Balls only Hal appeared at thts moment. A flirt
COMRADE
stiti in the middle. You say the Stern's word for what a dying to a degree and aware of herfp%;40
i
NUT?
ttle rancher); are attacking man said. But they'll believe self as a wdekrip. Greg acknow-oil. They say you're attacking Stern and not an ex-Bar Y law. ledged, but that was nothing
hem"
niers "
he could really condemn. All
MoURSp5ST!-AH GOT A
"g0 what will they clo'!" Di- beautiful women he had met
"What do you think 7.*
TERRIBLE PEELIN'
had the same instinctive rear
"For what it's worth. I think ana asked.
HE'LL C-COME
"They'll go to Rocking Chair, Lion to the eyes of a man.
here's too !Mien Attiipielon and
THROUGH!!
00 little proof on either side, bring all the ranchers together
•
A iiiii oda.* isnlitionllty hurts
What cantles it' The way rkee Ind then they'll come here
I. the little ranchers are lying sines ready and earn closed. if Greg.
CaLl_
toll understand me_"
Br_Cirkfikiwol Tomorrow)
Voiere lying or there's
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Federal Hog
Market Report

BULLETIN
WASHINGTON (UPS) Th. Supremo Court synod
today to oxamine tho eavesdropping aspects of an appoal
by an American onginoor and
a Russian chauffeur convicted of espionage In Newark,
N.J., in 1964.

Federal State Market News
Service, Monday, June 17, 1968
Kentucky Purchase Arne Hog
Market Report Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Receipts 1727 Head. Barrows
lind Gilts Mostly Steady; Sows
MostlY SteadY.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs $20.00-20.50,
AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI)- PreFew to $20.75;
sident Johnson today charg- US 1-3 190-230 lbs $19.50-20.00;
sowers
Gorman
East
the
ed
US 1-3 230-250 lbs $19.00-19.50:
on Berlin travel is "totally US 2-3 250-280 lbs $18.25-19.00;
unjustified
unprovoked and
SOWS:
aggravation" and said United
1-2 270-300 lbs $16.00-16.50,
US
States' support of free Berlin
Few to $17.00;
"remains as firm as over."'
US 1-3 300-450 lbs $15.00-1600;
US 2-3 400-600 lbs $14.00-15.00
Lutheran Students
Out to Help Hungry
The Romans named the nasMINNEAPOLIS (UPI) - turtium. or "nose twister." for
Students in American Luther- its pungent perfume.
an Church affiliated colleges
favor a moratorium on church
building in order to make funds
available to meet the crisis of
world hunger, and they propose an austerity program of
y o.0,001 (satire!M
their own to help the cause.
Representatives of student
bodies of 12 colleges at a conference here voted to ask the
1968 convention of the ALC to
recommend a two-year moratorium on building projects by
local congregations. The action
followed the annual Thanksgiving weekend meeting of
student body presidents and
coordinators.

ME BOTTOM DROPPID OUT OF THE CATTLE MARKO- Driver Rlobert Terrill Studies the
situation after the floor ses non of his cattle-loaded truck dropped out when he hit a bump
on Highway 19t) nenr,painerville. Ohio Twelve cattle suffered minor bruises

fel

Hiawatha. Colo .
For saku Mountain Fuel Supply is selling some 12 buildings making up
to the highest bidder with the agreement that everything be moved from the land.

ALL NEW SUMMER STYLES AND COLORS! -ALL SPECIALLY PURCHASED
AND SALE PRICED!

Co

wi
otl

Special Cool, Comfortable Summer Footwear
in Styles You'll Wear with Ease

TH-Faith Chapels
Near Airport
NEW YORK (UPI) - TriFaith Chapels Plaza, comprising three acres, borders the
central lagoon in the International Park area of John P.
Kennedy International Airport
in New York.
The Plaza, site of the International Synagogue, Our Lady
of the Skies Roman Catholic
Chapel is opposite the airport's Control Tower Building
and the International Arrivals
Building

•

2i77

PAIR

3.77

1.77

Dismissals
Mrs Cumi Duncan. Route 1.
Dexter. Herbert Brinn. 809
Waldrop Drive. Murray. June
1620 Magnolia,
Cunningham
Barbara Centers, Rt.
Murray
2. Hazel. Dean Taylor, Route
I. Farmington. Ante Cunningham. Almo. Ginger Bennett,
Route 1. Almo; Mildred Farrfs,
Rqute 6, Murray. Robert Waldr. Harris Grove, Celia Taylor. Almo

WOMEN'S, MISSES', CHILDREN'S

Built Tennis Nerds

1.17

••••••

FOR MEN, BOYS AND YOUTHS

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED SNEAKERS..
WITH QUALITY AND LONG WEAR IN
EVERY PAIR. WASHABLE CANVAS
UPPERS AND RUGGED ,SOLES,
WOMEN'S 4 TO 10 IN WHITE AND
NAVY. CHILDREN'S SMALL 5 TO 3 IN
WHITE, NAVY, RED AND MULTICOLOR.
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

2 77

YOUTHS 11

TO MEN'S 10
'a

WASHABLE CANVAS UPPERS
IN LOW CUT BASKETBALL STYLE.,,,,,46....."6.t.t...
SOFT CUSHION INSOLES. HEAVY
DUTY WRAPPED INSOLES. BLACK AND WHITE.

Men's Summer Casuals

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF HEAVY DUTY CASUALS.
BASKET WEAVE CLOTH UPPERS
c
IN BROWN. NAVY AND BLACK.
MEN'S SIZES 05 TO 11 CUSHION WRAP SOLES. 6k, To 11.
,N
.46
.PAIR

2.11

'Ball Band' Jets

1

OTASCO STORE

TALL IN THE SADDLE This
y..ung man pedals thiutigh
the streets of Amsterdam,
Holland on his duocycle hi.
"'natio. ted from the flames
of two bit )4 lee

11

.
BOY'S SIZES 2 TO 6
BASKETBALL TYPE WITH LACED HIGH
TOPS. WASHABLE WOVEN DUCK UPPERS
IN WHITE. RUGGED SUCtION SOLES.

ERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Peanuts*

by Charles M. Schulz

WE NEED -

Apply in person or contact Mr. E. E. Young,
Monday and Tuesday, June 17 and 18. at the
Holiday Inn. Phone 753-5986.

..

-111l Is

Plan Baptist Crusade '
CHICA(30 'UPI) -. Lead,
f, eight nationwide Baptist ,
,odies are coordinating tilans
for the Crusade of the Amer- I
Ica& an evangelistic r•ff„rt
planned tot the entire •••,•,,
,e/i•
hemisphere in 1469

•

s•

STYLED FOR SUMMEk
' COMFORT FOR WOMEN
AND TEENS.
WASHABLE CANVAS
-PPERS IN GREEN.
gMBRE AND BLACK.
NEW SQUARE TOE FM,*
S. INJECTION
MOLDED SOLES ARE RUGGED AND FLEXIBLE.
SIZES 4J5 TO 10. YOU'LL WANT MORE MAN
ONE PAIk,

well

Home and Auto Supplies
Murray, Ky.
Bel Air Shopping Center

•
•

COOL COMFORTABLE CASUALS
WASHABLE CANVAS UPPERS-

ma

Now Hiring

4

•
*SPECIAL*
MISSES ITALIAN LEATHER SANDALS
PLAN TO SELECT MORE THAN ONE PAIR AT THIS
LOW SALE PRICE' SUMMER COLORS.
SIZES: SMALL 10 TO LARGE 3.

Hospital Report

HELP WANTED

•

SIZES 41
/
2 TO 10 FOR WOMEN AND MISSES
FOOTWEAR STYLED TO GIVE YOU THAT LIGHT AS A
CLOUD FEELING. EASY TO WEAR SANDALS, THONGS ANP
FLAIS... ..SO MANY OF THEM GENUINE ITALIAN
IMPORTS IN REAL LEATHER. NEW SOUARE TOES.
SOME WEDGE HEEL TYPES WITH STRETCH MESH. COOL
.SUMMERY WHITE,CORDO BROWN, ORANGE, PRUNIA,
MAHOGANY AND BLACK. SIZES /4 TO 10.

New Noll For
Papal Audiences
VATICAN CITY,Rome(UPI)
-So vast is St Peter's church
in Rome that a special audience hall is being built nearby
to accommodate small groups
- such as 11.000 Pilgrims
At present. the Vatican adMTtTA TWISTELIKLIEIGKIFirernbodits a:Uri'.tornado killed eight
:efts about 20.004 people to Ete.
another 72 in Trac y Mina
twuder cut. a 3-blo. k-wide I -milePeter's for Pope Paul's weekly
•rig swath through the town of 2./Ior) inhabitants
audience with pilgrims Most
have to stand, and in the crush
many hardly get a gnaw. St
the Pontiff The ultransodena
new hall will seat 11,000 and
provide TOOM for 2 000 stand.
97
ees, giving a comfortable air a
Census -- Adults
10
Intimacy that is 104 to papal
Census -- Nursery
audiences in the vastness of
Admissions, June 14, 1968
Mrs Jove Coleman. Route 5t the old basilica
Murray. David Gargus. Route
1. Almo. Miss Erie Keys, 1320
NOW YOU KNOW
West Main. Murray, Miss flee
,Keys, 1320 West Main, Murray;
Barlett. 1723 by United Press Internationa.
Mts. Carolyn
The sun, the center of the
Keeneland. Murra, William
solar system. is only one stai
rray,
Bnttain. Route 6.
in the Milky Way, a galaxy
ry Shekell. Route 3 Murray;
Master Conrad Parker. 1402 canti.ining some 200 million
Story Ave. Murray. Mrs Mild- stars The Milky Way is just
one of about a billion knowr
red Dunn. 506 Broad Street,
Murray. Mrs Linda Brandon, galaxies in the universe
404 South 8th. Murray. Miss
Alberta Jenkins, Box 282, Bard-

i 01
. Census - Adults
10
Census - NurseryAdmissions, Juno 15, 1968
Barber Boyd, Route 1. Fartnington. Robert Crouse, Route
VIII CONG GOES PIGGY-SACK A Viet Cong prisoner ssith
feet and hands bandaged is carried to an a • station in
2. Murray. Everett Perry, 500
2nd Street, Murray. J. W. Wall.
Saigon South Vietnam. by a South Vietnam a, Ranger
409 North 2nd, Murray. J W
Henson. Route 4, Benton; Keine Peeler.. Route 1. Dexter;
Mrs. Beulah Lamb, 211 Ervin,
Mutray, Dewey Dick. Route I,
Benton: Mrs. Ruby Morns, Rt.
13. Murray: Mrs Ethel Ward,
707 Popular. Murray. Mrs Masako Cornell. 1622 College Farm
Road. Murray; Luther Easley,
P,riute 2. Farmington. E T Win
heater, 901 North 16th, Mur
J W Purvis, Route 6, Mu:
-ay; Mrs Flora Higgins. Route
• - flardin
Dismissals
Dora Bury, Route 5, Murray;
harks Clayton, 312 South 8th,
Murray. Dorothy Williams. 1503
most
growing
and
,test
f
America's
Join one of
'dam Street. Murray, Beulah Rosueoeaaful retail organizations
onson. Route 3, Puryear. Tenn;
Permanent job with good future and many fringe .'arol Harrison, Lynn Grove:
William Glover, 309 South 15th,
benefits
Murray, Kay Thorn. beater;
Sharon Jackson, Route 1, Almo;
Linda Clifford. 914 (2,11,-..o.
Court. Murray; James J.,'
Automotive Salesmen Route 5. Murray. Riley
,
-;2( Appliance Salesmen
Route 1. Dexter. ,
Bookkeeper
/./. Automotive Service Men
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WELL SO LONE
ROY I'M OFF
TO CAMP!

114I6 YEAR I'M IN CHARGE OF
A TENT- I'M ALMOST LIKE A
COUNSELOR...15NT THAT6REAT ?

FOR A &Rt.. LIKE mE, LT's
THE NEXT E'ET THINE TO
BEING IN THE INFANTRY:

I LOVE GOING ID CAMP
Ii
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